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THE FRENCH TRAINER REVOLUTIONIZING

Equestrian Travel
In Chile
Serious riders with a taste for luxury travel can craft the perfect
equestrian vacation in two of Chile’s most dramatic landscapes,
and you can thank Gaela Hourcq for that.
By Karen Catchpole
Photos By Eric Mohl
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T

Gaela Hourcq rides through the Estancia 2 de Enero
ranch near the Explora Patagonia lodge.

he dune was a couple hundred feet high and
sloped at about a 45-degree angle. As my
stout mare walked over the crest, she sank
to her knees and hocks in fine, golden sand.
It felt like stepping off the edge of the earth,

but during previous days of riding I’d grown to trust
the horses and the riding guides at Explora Atacama, a
luxury all-inclusive adventure lodge in northern Chile.

A guide suggested the Cornisas ride to me the previous evening, and I’d been
looking forward to its highlight, this epic dune, ever since.
The mare confidently picked her way down the face of the dune, our tiny part of
the Atacama Desert, which covers more than 40,000 square miles. As she sank,
swished and slid in a slow-motion descent, I shifted my weight in tandem and gave
her her head. It was an exciting partnership through a gorgeous landscape. It was
vacation riding, Explora-style.

Gaela Hourcq first traveled to Chile to deliver three French horses, but she never left. Now she manages riding and
breeding programs at two Explora lodges located about 3,000 miles from each other.
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Gaucho Alejandro Ramirez moves horses on the Estancia 2 de Enero ranch, which is located near the Explora
Patagonia lodge. Explora Patagonia is the only luxury lodge inside Torres del Paine National Park.

That may be enough for travelers looking for a saddle
dude ranches—a term that is decidedly not a compliment—

selfie or a moment with a horse, but what about equestrian

exist in some form in much of the world, and Latin America is

litter the western states of the U.S. Beaches around the globe

travelers who want to dive deeper into local horse culture

no exception. What we call rodeo in the United States came

are rife with opportunities to splash nose-to-tail through

and use (or even expand) equestrian skills while on vacation?

from charreadas in Mexico. Peruvian Pasos are a big breeding

shallow surf for a few minutes before your mount returns on

Gaela Hourcq is providing a few of those opportunities on

business and source of pride in Peru to this day. In Argentina

autopilot to a patch of shade on the beach that operates like

opposite ends of Chile.

and Chile, Spanish conquistadors left behind horses that

a bike rental kiosk for horses.

Distinct versions of horse heritage and cowboy culture

became an integral part of post-colonial progress as vital
tools on vast sheep ranches that still cover millions of acres

Both are good examples of how opportunities to ride on
vacation are often dumbed down to the lowest common rider

FIRST, LEARN SPANISH

(though much herding work is done on motorcycles these

with horses that have had their hearts and heads trained out

I first heard about Hourcq in 2017 during my stay at the

days).

of them and guides who’ve tossed on tack and sometimes

Explora Atacama hotel in Chile. My horseback riding guide

even donned the costume of legitimate local horsemen and

there told me that the unusually tall, muscled, willing and

horsewomen minus any pride or knowledge.

brainy horses in the lodge’s stable—including the mare that

So why is it so hard for equestrian travelers to find
authentic horseback experiences? Almost comically idealized
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Gauchos Misael Barriento and Alexis Ortiz
relax in the rustic break room in the Explora
Patagonia barn. They brew yerba mate in the
Explora Patagonia barn for themselves and for
guests to enjoy after rides.
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At Chile’s Explora Atacama, guests and horses face a much
different landscape than that found at Explora Patagonia,
including vast deserts and rough terrain.

I explored that massive dune with—were all bred and trained
by a woman who did the same for the lodge’s sister property,
Explora Patagonia. Located at the opposite end of the
country in the Patagonia region of southern Chile, Explora
Patagonia is the only luxury lodge inside Torres del Paine
National Park. Two years after my visit to Explora Atacama, I
was at the lodge in Patagonia to ride with Hourcq.
Hourcq, now 46, was born in Colombia to French parents
who rode a lot, including while Hourcq was still in her
mother’s womb. Hourcq says her first memory of riding was
at age 5 or 6, but her parents swear she was thrown off a
pony as a baby. Still, it’s safe to say Hourcq has spent her life
on horseback.
After Hourcq’s family returned to France, she took up
dressage and jumping before following her older sister into
the world of horse racing. She trained for top owners and
trainers around the world, including sheikhs (one of whom
once had an aide hand her an envelope with $2,000 in it as
a bonus for delivering horses to him), the owner of Nikon in
Japan, and legendary Canadian trainer Roger Attfield. Her
reputation was soon solidified, but she was restless, so she
dropped training in favor of opening a breeding facility in
France.
Predictable delays occurred with that project, so Hourcq
used her free time to transport and deliver three horses to
a French family living in Chile. She never left. Instead, she
spent her days riding bareback with the family’s children
and looking after the stable.
“I remember those days like a movie,” Hourcq tells me.
The plot of that movie took a twist in 2003 when
her boss introduced her to a Chilean businessman and
philanthropist named Pedro Ibáñez. The avid horseman
had recently created the Explora brand of luxury adventure
lodges, and he was looking for someone to help him realize
his vision of a new type of riding vacation.
Ibáñez created the lodges to make it easier for more
people to explore iconic South American destinations
and landscapes with a unique combination of luxury and

get in regular rides with friends and family. A mixture

to run and perfect the breeding and training of horses

of fast riding with the opportunity to enjoy nature and

and the management of the teams. I also appreciate

landscapes.”

French women as being of character with persistency and

horses when I arrived, so we had to start everything from the

sympathy.”

beginning,” she remembers. “But first, I had to learn Spanish.”

In some ways, Hourcq was an unlikely hire to bring

Explora Patagonia are advanced or expert rides.)
“The Explora Patagonia lodge had just received its first

adventure. His lodges offer dozens of carefully crafted

that dream to life. She had no experience in the world

ways for guests to get out into nature on trails and on

of hospitality or tourism. She didn’t even speak Spanish.

breeding and guiding for the nascent horse program at the

the horses at the lodge, and they taught Hourcq about their

bikes, and Ibáñez didn’t want the Explora horseback

Ibáñez says he saw past that.

Explora Patagonia lodge, including building a barn, moving

traditional horsemanship. They also taught her to speak
Spanish.

Soon Hourcq was working to professionalize training,

“From the beginning Hourcq showed that she loves

more horses in, establishing trails, and developing more than

many lodges and resorts. His vision of the Explora horse

and understands horses,” he recounts, adding, “and her

15 half-day rides (one to five hours) and full-day rides (up to

program was to “reproduce the kind of experience we

previous experience made her a very valuable person

eight hours) ranging from easy to expert. (Half of the rides at

excursions to feel like an afterthought as they do at so
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Chilean cowboys, called gauchos, were hired to work with

“I learned pretty quickly,” she jokes, “but probably with
their slang and accent!”
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Ibáñez still names every horse born at his stud farm using

times until I got it. Now I know! I really admire her.”

a system that cleverly riffs off the dam’s name. For example,

Gauchos, some of whom have been with Explora as long

there’s a mare named Mascara (“Mask” in English). He named

as Hourcq has, also influence the program and co-lead every

her son Bufon (“Joker” in English), and her daughter is called

ride, adding culture and a different style of horsemanship to

Desfase (“to look like someone else” in English).

each outing.
“The gaucho is the person who knows every horse, every
place and every trail,” Hourcq explains. “They are also the key

A HANDS-ON APPROACH
TO EVERYTHING
Should anyone doubt Hourcq’s continued hands-on
commitment to the Explora horse program, I can tell you that

way they live. They’re proud to share their culture, and they
can make you feel like a gaucho for a moment.”
During my first ride at Explora Patagonia, my right stirrup

a follow-up interview with her for this story had to be worked

kept slipping. The gaucho guide attempted to fix it a number

around foaling season at the stud farm. About eight foals are

of times but ultimately couldn’t secure it. He gave up with a

produced each year, and Hourcq was practically living in the

shrug and a smile as if to say, “The other one is fine, so let’s

barn as mares neared their time.

go.” Honestly, I did feel a little bit like a gaucho as I galloped

So far, the stud farm has produced about 120 horses for
the Explora riding programs. At any given time, more than 50

off—a little lopsided—across a seemingly endless expanse of
grass-covered pampa.

horses are working at Explora Patagonia, about 45 are at the

That gaucho feeling is enhanced by traditional sheepskin-

stud farm, and 20 or so work at the Explora Atacama lodge.

draped saddles and woven leather bridles. (Guests can choose

Great care is taken to rotate the horses in and out of service,

English saddles if preferred.) And every ride ends with an

and horses are also matched to their preferred environment.

invitation to join guides and gauchos to share yerba mate in a

For example, when I was at Explora Patagonia, a horse had just

simple break room in the barn—a ritual that never feels false

made the roughly 3,000-mile journey from Explora Atacama

since the gauchos would certainly be sipping this beloved and

to Explora Patagonia. Hourcq says the horse never adjusted to

bitter tea-like drink whether guests were there or not.

the climate, terrain and landscape of the desert, and she hoped
it would thrive in the mountains and steppe of Patagonia.

Riders cross a stream as part of a ride at Explora Patagonia.

to understanding their relationship with the horses and the

Hourcq has specific and vivid memories about almost every
one of those 120 horses. After nearly 20 years heading the

Hourcq visits Explora Atacama and Explora Patagonia
a few times per year, and her arrival creates a buzz of
excitement in the barn.
“Gaela is coming!” one guide shrieks when I mentioned

to complete her long-standing dream of spending a few

Explora breeding, training and riding program she’s known

I’d be meeting her at the Explora Patagonia lodge later

months on a long-distance ride through Chile. Along the way

many of them since birth. But the specially bred horses are

that evening. It’s easy to see why she’s so popular. She’s

had to acclimatize to the Patagonia region, which is known

she discovered that she was pregnant, but she finished her

just one reason why the riding programs at Explora Atacama

gregarious, laughs easily, and she seems every bit as at home

for extreme wind and weather and landscapes from vast

journey and was soon back at work.

and Explora Patagonia are so outstanding. Other crucial

with fawning guides as she is with her team of stoic gauchos.

elements include the training of the horses, overseen by

Even the horses seek her out like she’s got sugar cubes in her

describes as “quiet, sure-footed, strong and healthy,” and

Hourcq and a small team, and the Explora equestrian guides,

pockets. (She does not.)

National Park its name. Patagonia is also home to pumas,

she’s spent years perfecting the recipe for just that sort of

who are hand-picked and trained by Hourcq.

which are increasingly seen in and around the park and even

animal. It starts with mares from Chilean stock for their burly

near the barn and lodge.

strength and thicker skin, which makes them hearty enough

leading groups of guests during hiking, biking, driving and

time for pleasure rides, and she savors even the simplest

for the harsh climates in Patagonia and the Atacama Desert.

trekking excursions, but he wanted to learn to ride and begin

horseback excursion, especially here. She seemed to want to

program at the Explora Patagonia lodge was on the right

Then a bit of Thoroughbred blood is bred in to add height

guiding horseback excursions as well. In 2015, he got his

devour the views, to internalize them so that she could take

track, so Hourcq re-focused her work on Ibáñez’s stud farm

and to smooth out the choppy gait of Chilean horses, which

chance when Hourcq included him in a 10-day basic training

them back home with her to sustain her until she returns.

naturally pick up their knees.

course at the stud farm along with 14 other Explora guides.

The horses had to learn to fit in as well. Beyond training to
prepare them for an ever-changing cast of riders, each horse

grasslands (called pampa or steppe) to rivers and mountains,
including the iconic rocky peaks that give Torres del Paine

By 2006, Ibáñez and Hourcq agreed that the horse

in Panquehue, Chile, and the horse program at the Explora
Atacama lodge in the north, where horses are faced with

Hourcq talks a lot about the “Explora horse,” which she

Hourcq explained that the combination creates a horse

As an Explora guide, Alexandre Cerveira was already

Not everyone made it to graduation.

On my last day at Explora Patagonia, Hourcq and I took
one final ride together. These days she struggles to find

“I miss this landscape,” she says simply as we descended
from a ridge.

heat, seemingly endless barren desert, rough terrain and

with the sturdy upright feet of the Chilean horse but with the

“Hourcq has a serious but very nice way of teaching,”

those dramatic dunes.

longer legs and the extended stride of a Thoroughbred. Some

Cerveira says. “That made me want to learn more so that I

the world, and it started to rain, turning the trail back down

Arabian blood is also added to give the gorgeous scooped

could be good in her eyes. For example, when I climbed on

to the barn into a slick mess. “We needed a truly Patagonian

head and added endurance.

the horse for the first time in front of her, she didn’t like the

day,” Hourcq says with a smile.

With the horse programs working well at both lodges,
Hourcq took a sabbatical from her role as stable manager—a
title that doesn’t nearly encompass all that she oversees—
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“It’s a mix we did to create what we need,” Hourcq says.

Then the weather suddenly turned, as it does in this part of

way I did it, and she made me go up and down maybe 12
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